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The Daily Eastern News
Special Report
A level playing field
By CHRIS SEPER and
KEITH O. WEATHERSPOON
Staff writers
George Morgan can always
tell the race of his recruits, even
if he’s never seen them.
Morgan, an assistant coach
for Eastern’s men’s basketball
team, only needs to scan scout-
ing reports to see the difference.
“The (white) player is ‘cere-
bral,’ and the (black) player is
‘quick as spit,’” Morgan said. “In
scouting reports here for the
Midwest, terms like these are
always used.”
These subtle notes about
recruits highlight a larger prob-
lem in athletics and society.
Common beliefs hold that
African Americans are natural-
ly better athletes than their
white peers. According to these
stereotypes, African Americans
can jump higher and run faster
– all thanks to their genes.
Sociologists say this myth,
seemingly complimentary on its
face, creates a dangerous foun-
dation for exploitation. They
say it suggests blacks are better
at sports and whites must be
better as businessmen, accoun-




The idea of African Ameri-
cans as naturally gifted athletes
has no factual base. Those who
believe it, according to coaches
and sociologists, are caving into
basic stereotypes and ignoring
the truth about culture and 
MARI OGAWA/Senior photographer
A common belief is that African Americans are naturally better at sports. But soci-
ologists say that idea is a myth, and one’s culture and practice are actually the




The Daily Eastern News encourages read-
ers to share their thoughts on race relations.
Letters and guest columns should be sent to “A
Separate Peace,” c/o The Daily Eastern News,
Buzzard Building, Charleston, IL 61920.
The News’ electronic mail address is
cucms@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
The News will attempt to print all the letters periodically
throughout the month.
Letters should be less than 350 words. For the letter to be
printed, the name of the author and the author’s address and
telephone number must be included. Only the author’s name
will be run.




Concerns over the student media
effects on the campus stem from an




Black greek organizations will be mov-
ing into Greek Court next year – an




† See SPORTS Page 7
By CHRIS SEPER
Editor in chief
The Senate’s version of the college
reorganization bill passed out of the
Illinois House Friday, with a require-
ment that a student be on each of the
local boards the bill would establish
and a chance that Gov. Jim Edgar
may sign the bill this week at
Eastern.
House members voted 66-50 to
send to the governor’s desk a bill that
would eliminate the Board of
Governors and Board of Regents. The
BOG governs Eastern and four other
schools.
The bill calls for the creation of
individual governing boards at each
university, and frees up roughly $3.5
million previously used for the offices
of the BOG and BOR.
Proponents of the measure say it
gives universities more power and
cuts monetary waste, but critics say
the plan adds another layer of
bureaucracy to higher education.
If approved, the change would take
effect Jan. 1, 1996.
With the reorganization a virtually






After stating last week that “there
is plenty of money” in the student
activity reserve account, Vice
President for Financial Affairs Jeff
Kocis said Sunday a student activity
fee hike of $4.50 per semester is nec-
essary to prevent the account from
being depleted.
“There’s money in there now, but
I’m taking into account the fact that
next year there won’t be anything
left,” he said. “We have money to give
out now, but come next year, there
will be nothing.”
The proposed fee increase, which
would raise the student activity fee
from $14.50 per semester to $19 per
semester, will be on Wednesday’s spe-
cial election ballot for students to
vote on.
The reserve account, which
currently stands at $170,000, will be
depleted to $50,000 by this time next
year because of additional allocation
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The Daily Eastern News
LUNCH SPECIALS
• Bar-B-Que chicken 
sandwich on kaiser roll
w/cup of soup or salad
• Ham and beans with 
corn muffin
• Canadian bacon and 
cheese omelette,





salad, and garlic bread
GREAT BREAKFASTS 
EVERY MORNING!
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Fri. - Sat. open til 1 am
Carry-out, Delivery,or Dine-in
LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA
$699
• • • •7  Days a  Week!• • • •
•• Additional Toppings $149 ••
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“Call today to 




(Across from Carman Hall)














OFFICE OPEN DAILY 9 TO 5
SATURDAY 10 TO 2
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where to go to get a 
great Haircut?
Well...
Run on over to 
610 W. Lincoln




Call Now for an appointment!
345-6363          610 Lincoln
(Next to IGA)
JERRY’S PIZZA & PUB
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MON, FEB 20--4 TO 10 PM
TUES, FEB 21--11 AM TO 5 PM
WED, FEB 22--11 AM TO 5 PM
THUR, FEB 23--11 AM TO 5 PM
FRI, FEB 24--9 AM TO 3 PM
MLK UNION UNIVERSITY BALLROOM
SIU VS. EIU




done deal, Eastern officials are
beginning to outline some crite-
ria by which to choose govern-
ing board members. The bill
spells out that there must be at
least seven voting members on
the board and one student
member, but leaves little else
in the way of information on
how to set up a board.
“We left that open in the bill
intentionally to allow the uni-
versity themselves as much
flexibility (to choose the
board),” said Rep. Mike
Weaver, R-Ashmore, an origi-
nal sponsor of the bill. “The
only thing stipulated is there
has to be a student member.”
Whether that student mem-
ber will have voting power for
Eastern is still a point of con-
tention. Eastern President
David Jorns and assistant Jill
Nilsen met with Weaver and
some of Edgar’s staff Friday to
discuss the first steps in
preparing for the new order
and board makeup.
According to Nilsen, Jorns
would like to see Eastern’s
board made up of members
from throughout the state “to
reflect the statewide makeup of
the university.”
She also said tentative plans
include having a student and a
faculty member on the board.
However, Nilsen said it has yet
to be determined whether the
two representatives would
have voting power.
She said student and faculty
members could possibly be
given a partial vote.
“Maybe not on all issues,”
Nilsen said. “Probably not on
personnel matters. But on
tuition and on other areas they
may. It was not part of the dis-
cussion (Friday).”
Nilsen also said there were
plans to reserve one of the
seven voting seats for alumni.
Weaver has voiced support
for full voting rights for stu-
dent members, saying it only
makes sense to give students a
voice in the university where
they learn. Student leaders say
they will continue to push for
full voting rights.
“I agree wholeheartedly (the
student) should be a voting
member,” Student Senate
Speaker Chris Boyster said.
“We are the primary reason the
school is here, not only now, but
for future years to come.”
Faculty Senate Chairman
John Allison said he thinks it
would be “unwise” to allow only
a partial student or faculty
vote or to allow only one of the
two members to vote because
the board would then only have
eight members, increasing the
potential for tie votes.
Allison also said he is con-
cerned about partisanship
entering into the selection of
board members, depending on
the political party in power.
“I believe the temptation
would be irresistible for a per-
son who represents his or her
party and majority constituen-
cy,” Allison said. 
Weaver said Edgar is consid-
ering coming to Eastern to sign
the bill. Edgar, a Charleston
native who graduated from
Eastern, should sign the bill
sometime next week.
and the Division of Sports and Recreation
and proposed renovations to the Student
Government Office and the Rathskeller,
Kocis said.
The renovations would include the
installation of a sound system and big-
screen television in the Rathskeller and
the expansion of the Student Government
Office to include more office space for rec-
ognized student organizations, said Shirley
Stewart, director of student services.
“We want to increase the student traffic
in the Student Government area because
the space is not being utilized,” she said.
“We would expand the existing office and
possibly build a conference room for any
recognized student organization to use.”
Renovations to buildings on campus are
normally paid for with bond revenue
money, but the proposed changes to the
Rathskeller and the Student Government
Office, both located in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, do not consti-
tute renovations, Stewart said.
“A renovation would be something like
the hair salon,” she said. “Taking empty
space, putting in new piping, hooking up
new water lines, constructing permanent
walls; that is renovating.”
¤ From Page 1
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Eastern Illinois University Theatre presents...
The University Theatre Spring 1995
HERE’S OUR EXCITING LINEUP . . .
THE FOREIGNER— Comedy by Larry Shue
8:00 p.m. February 15,16,17,18,22,23,24,25 and 2 p.m. February 19,26 — On the Mainstage
DANCING AT LUGHNASA — Memory play by Brian Friel
8:00 p.m. March 22,23,24,25,29,30,31, April 1 and 2 p.m. March 26, April 22 — In the Studio
PINOCCHIO — Classic Children’s Tale; adapted by E.T. Guidotti
7:00 p.m. April 12,13,14,15,21 and 2 p.m. April 16,22,23 — On the Mainstage
EASY TO ORDER!
GIVE A GIFT SUBSCRIPTION to a friend, family member or business associate.
Fill out the mail order form and return with your payment to:
University Theatre • 600 Lincoln Avenue • Charleston, Illinois • 61920-3099
For additional forms or information please call us at (217) 581-3110.
Single seat tickets may be purchased for each of our productions. Prices are $8 for adults; $6 for senior citizens, youth and EIU faculty/staff; $3.50 for EIU students. Musicals prices
are $9, $7 and $4.50. The University Theatre Ticket Office is open 1-5 p.m., Monday through Friday one week prior to opening night, and one hour prior to each performance in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center. Call 581-3110 for reservations and ticket information. We accept VISA/MC and DISCOVER cards. Group Rates are available!
Name ________________________________
Street ________________________________
City ________________ State ___ Zip______
Phone (____) day: ______________________
evening: ______________________
Please send me _____ season ticket(s) at $_______each 
for _____ Option 1      _____ Option II     _____ Option III 
Enclosed is my payment of $ ________.
Make checks payable to:  Eastern Illinois University
Please charge to my:   ___ VISA ___MC    ___ Discover
Name on Card: _________________________________
Card # _______________________ Exp. Date ________
Signature ______________________________________
FAX your credit card order today: (217) 581-6027
WED THU FRI SAT SUN MON TUE WED THUR FRI SAT SUN
FOREIGNER FEB 15 16 17 18 19 22 23 24 25 26
DANCING MAR 22 23 24 25 26 29 30 31
DANCING APR 1 2
PINOCCHIO APR 12 13 14 15 16 21 22* 23
Sunday Matinees at 2 p.m., CAROL and PINOCCHIO at 7:00 p.m. All Other Performances at 8 p.m.
*Pinocchio matinee at 2:00 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 1995 SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM








Patrons with special seating needs are requested to provide advance notification at (217) 581-3110.
Associate Vice President
David Henard will discuss
problems with Eastern’s
computer services Tuesday
at the Faculty Senate meet-
ing.
The Faculty Senate will
meet at 2 p.m. in the Board
of Governors Room of
Booth Library.
Henard, who was asked
to address the senate after
faculty members expressed
concerns with computer
services on campus, is head
of computer and telecom-
munications services.
“A number of faculty
members have expressed
some unhappiness with the
current computer services,”
said Faculty Senate Chair-
man John Allison, adding
that Henard may be able to
explain the benefits of com-
puter services as well as






The Faculty Senate also
asked Jerome Rogers, di-
rector of athletic services,
to address senate members
Tuesday. Rogers will dis-





By JEREMY R. KIRK
Staff writer
The Charleston City Coun-
cil will discuss Tuesday a
proposed amendment to the
city’s liquor code that would
prohibit the consumption of
alcohol in establishments
without a valid liquor license.
The council will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the City Council
Chambers of the Municipal
Building, 520 Jackson Ave.
The ordinance would stop
the plan to open a club where
patrons could bring their own
alcohol. Mike Bickers, owner
of Panther’s Lounge, 1421
Fourth St., said last week he
plans to open a private club
for Eastern students that
would allow them to bring
their own liquor.
Bickers has said the pro-
posed club would not be open
to the general public but only
to members.
Mayor and Liquor Com-
missioner Dan Cougill re-
voked Panther’s liquor li-
cense last week after Bickers
was found guilty of his ninth,
10th and 11th alcohol-related




ments from allowing patrons
to bring alcohol to consume
on the premises regularly.
The ordinance allows alco-
hol to be consumed at non-
licensed establishments, but
the drinking cannot be part
of the regular course of busi-
ness. Alcohol could be
brought to a company’s holi-
day party, for example.
Another provision of the
ordinance prohibits a cover
charge or entrance fee from
being collected. Charleston
City Attorney Brian Bower
said Sunday the provision
would ban clubs’ owners from
charging a membership fee to
patrons bringing alcohol.
In other business, the City
Council will:
• Discuss an ordinance
authorizing the city to pur-
sue a loan from the  Illinois
Environmental Protection
Agency to extend water and
sewer lines along the
Charleston-Mattoon “devel-
opment corridor” on Illinois
Route 16.
Amendment of liquor
code tops city agenda 
By ALISON STENSRUDE
Staff writer
A special program for teaching candidates
will be presented Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Charleston-Mattoon Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Preston Williams Jr., director of human
resources for Urbana School District 116, and
John Prinz, principal of Urbana Middle School,
will present a program titled “The Teaching
Interview.”
Topics that will be covered in the program
include preparing for school district interviews,
job search hints to assist students looking for
teaching positions and information about
Urbana School District 116. According to
Warren Kistner, associate director of the
Career and Planning Placement Center, “It is
helpful for future teachers to learn what
administrators look for when making hiring
decisions.”
“This workshop is excellent preparation for
the Spring Teacher Placement Day Job Fair,”
Kistner said. All students who are preparing
for a career in education are encouraged to
attend the job fair, which will be held from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. on April 5 in both ballrooms of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Students seeking additional information
should contact the Career Planning and
Placement Center at 581-2412.
Teaching program plannedSeveral campus buildings
lost power Friday afternoon
after a fire began in a local
substation, said the director
of Eastern’s Physical Plant.
“The substation behind
the Physical Plant had a
small fire,” said Ted Weid-
ner. “(The buildings’ power)
was out for about an hour to
an hour and a half.”
The Physical Plant and
six buildings in University
Court were the only campus
buildings affected.
“I don’t know why (the
outage) hit University
Court,” Weidner said. “They
weren’t on the same service
as the Physical Plant.”
The Physical Plant is lo-
cated west of the campus,
while University Court is
located to the south.
In addition to hitting cam-
pus, the outage also struck
several businesses located
along Lincoln Avenue.
The outage, which hap-
pened at 1:10 p.m., also
affected areas of several




by substation fire 
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Eastern’s new computerized service to
help students better plan their course work
will prove to be a boon to those planning
an efficient four years of school.
It’s so good, in fact, that the university





use next fall, is initially going to be avail-
able to students who have applied for
graduation.
The system will provide students with a
pr intout  that  l i s ts  courses they have
already taken and will need to take in
order to graduate in their particular major.
Each department’s dean’s office will also
be able to use the system to cut down on
the manual work academic adviser’s take
part in to determine degree certification.
While this program will likely eliminate
many of the planning problems students
face when they apply for graduation, it can
be just as helpful to underclassmen who
want to chart their future at Eastern.
Bill Whitsman, director of information
systems and technical support, said, “The
only thing we’re not sure about is if it’s
going to be useful for the person at the
freshman-sophomore level.”
When students come to Eastern, they
are faced with many academic require-
ments which culminate several years later
with an application for graduation.
The more a student knows early on
about the requirements within a certain
major, the better that student will know
what it will take to graduate and, in some
cases, if they want to continue in that
major.
This can also help academic counselors,
and let the student work hand-in-hand
with the counselor to find the right classes
and plan a workable graduation plan.
This system should benefit everyone. If
it is adapted to serve only academic advis-
ers and upperclassmen, then it is only
working at a fraction of its potential.
Do not pray for easy lives. Pray




You thoughtfully pick up
your date a bouquet of flowers
and a box of chocolates for
Valentine’s Day.
But to your chagrin, she
stares at you, sizing up the
politically, socially and sexually
insensitive gifts, calmly dismiss-
ing them as she slams the door
in your face.
Scenario number two:
You take your date to a
classy French restaurant (we’ve
obviously moved outside the Charleston area in this
hypothetical situation). Everything appears to be per-
fect. You’re getting along swimmingly. Then, her soft
blue eyes illuminated by candlelight focus on some-
thing obscene. By the look on her face, you know it
must be pure evil.
As you turn around, you see an excellent replica of
the Venus de Milo. Even though it is a classic piece of
art, your date twitches erratically until you leave the
restaurant.
You take her to another restaurant, where there
appears to be no offensive or demeaning art embla-
zoned on the wall or hanging from the ceiling.
Just when you think you’re in the clear, you order
chicken breast. Breast? You insensitive wiener! What
were you thinking? How dare you order something
which implies a lust for a part of the female anatomy.
You make even yourself sick as you failed to tow the
guidelines of this politically, socially and sexually cor-
rect world.
These scenarios could never happen, could they? Left
wing still means you’re on the wing and not clinging
helplessly from the tail rudder, right?
Wrong.
According to Christopher Cerf and Henry Beard,
authors of “The Official Sexually Correct Dictionary and
Dating Guide,” these situations may be a bit exaggerat-
ed, but aren’t too far off base.
The guide, which was released last week, is a copi-
ous compilation of what’s considered offensive in soci-
ety today.
Do you want to know why those flowers and choco-
lates came up empty in scenario number one? Well, the
flowers of courtship, according to feminist scholar
Andrea Dworkin, are “the traditional flowers of the
grave, delivered to the victim before the kill.” If that’s
the case, everyone should be scared as hell of FTD
Spokesman Merlin Olsen. Maybe he is guilty of the
murder of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman.
You never know when an ex-jock might go berserk.
And the chocolates? If you
ask Hunter College (New York)
sexual harassment expert Sue
Rosenberg Zalk, trying to tanta-
lize her sweet tooth could be “a
vehicle for rendering the
woman submissive, dependent
and obliged.” That gives new
meaning to the often pondered
chocolate bar “Mr. Goodbar.”
But I digress.
Finally, why did the French
restaurant fall short in scenario
number two? That’s based on
precedent. A few years ago, a female professor at Penn
State University moaned and wailed until she con-
vinced authorities that a reproduction of Goya’s “The
Naked Maja” in her classroom was harassment to her.
She said, “Any nude picture of a female encourages
males to make remarks about body parts.”
I’m sure pictures or statues of naked men invoke
absolutely no discussion among women, though.
In their book, Cerf and Beard offer up a veritable cor-
nucopia of vocabulary and phrases one should avoid
when speaking with the other sex. Included in the book
are the painful-to-hear entries “bobbitt” and “bobbit-
tize,” meaning “to sever, by a less than surgical method,
the private parts of a male sexual offender.”
What their book represents, however, is the incessant
fear males have of saying the wrong thing. It is no
longer the 1980s. The film “Say Anything” may have
been the anthem of dating back then, but it no longer
applies.
Men have to carefully craft everything they say, lest
they say something which necessitates a solid kick in
the groin area to alleviate the Liberal Tongue Syndrome.
Overall, men are forced to put their tails between
their legs more often than they would like to admit. The
answer, many women will say, is to “bobbittize” the tail
– or other organs – to eliminate the problem.
While Cerf’s and Beard’s book mainly just pokes fun
at the rules and regulations of dating and relationships
today, it brings to the surface a lot of problems which
wouldn’t exist if both sexes were willing to compro-
mise.
As long as women are told a handshake is “a mascu-
line ritual of recognition and affirmation (that) serves to
perpetuate male clubbiness” (according to non-verbal
communications expert Nancy Henley in her book
“Body Politics), then the shakiness of relationships will
persist in the 1990s.
– Adam McHugh is editorial page editor and a regu-
lar columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
Dear editor:
On several occasions in my soci-
ology classes here at Eastern, I
have wanted to strongly inform the
other students not to believe 100
percent what they were reading or
being taught. I want to briefly
address two subjects now.
The first subject is evolution. The
sheer fact that people do exist is
proof enough that there is a higher
power beyond ours. Different peo-
ple call this higher power by differ-
ent names, but I call it higher
power.
When I was a youngster and was
learning to sew, I did simple arti-
cles first and, as my skills increased,
so did the complexity of what I
made. I believe this is true of all
biological things.
When our higher power was cre-
ating, the creations also started
simple and became more complex.
Each new creation served as a step-
ping stone for the ideas of the next
creation. This would explain the
similarities between primates and
homo sapiens.
The second subject concerns
sociologists’ interpretations of the
poor and their handling of money.
It is often said that the poor do
not have the self control to save
money and that they spend it the
moment they first get it. These
sociologists are not telling it
straight for the majority of the poor.
The sociologists themselves
must have never been poor or they
would know that, whereas the rich-
er people can hold their money
until the bills come in. The poor
hold their bills until the money
comes in.
Also, the poor become condi-
tioned to soon spend any money
left over after paying for the very
basics. This money is spent on
needed (not just desired) personal
and household necessities pur-
chased from rummage sales, resale
shops and low priced retail stores.
Experience has taught that if the
money is not spent soon that
something else will happen which
will demand the money.
The lack of self control theory has
been very prejudiced. Most poor
people are excellent at controlling
what they do in fact have control
over. As I see all the money which
more financially enabled people
spend on status symbols, greed
and laziness, I think that more
financially enabled people have a
lack of self control than the poor
do.
The poor just don’t have the
power to set the record straight so
it is easy for the powerful to manip-
ulate the facts about many things
and blame it on the poor.
Judy A. Butler
Dear editor:
We’ve been scammed! A couple
of weeks ago, we responded to an
ad in The Daily Eastern News that
read: “Cash for college 900,000
grants available...”
We applied for the grants over
the phone and were told we were
guaranteed $1,500. We specifically
asked if we were required to pay
any type of fee and they responded
“no.” We were told there was no
obligation unless we agreed with
the contents of the paperwork.
Although we weren’t enthusias-
tic about the program, our bank
accounts proved otherwise. We
went home for the weekend only to
see that a service charge was
already subtracted from our
accounts.
We called the supervisor of the
program to inquire about this
deduction and we were rudely
dealt with. We were told that our
phone call inquiries were actually
verbal consents to pay the $79 ser-
vice charge.
They automatically subtract this
service charge regardless of stu-
dent authorization with the bank.
We claimed that this money was
taken from our accounts by false
pretense, and were threatened in
return to be reported to the Trans
Union Credit Bureau.
As a result of this entire situation,
we may have been scammed out of
our own money – who knows if our
banks will return it?
We were also forced to change
our accounts as a result of such cir-
cumstances. So please, don’t be
mislead by this phony service.
The Daily Eastern News should
seriously consider removing this ad
from the paper before it causes














Insensitivity can be like a box of chocolates
“What their book
represents, how-










Saturday, March 25, 1995






Of  The Year!
... Remember, only 
1,000 Floor Tickets
will be sold 
(no reserved seats). 
All other Balcony
Seats are Reserved.
L to R: Randy Guss, Dean Dinning, Glen Phillips, Todd Nichols
Dean Felber      Soni      Darius Rucker      Mark Bryan
toad the wet sprocket
HOOTIE & THE BLOWFISH









Mon 2/27 • 8am - 3pm
Tues 2/28 • 8am - 3pm
Wed 3/1  • 8am - 3pm
3/2 - 3/10 • 11am - 3pm
3/11 - 3/19 • No Sales
3/20 - 3/25 • 11am - 3pm
• Students only • One Ticket per EIU ID • Up to 4 tickets 
• starting 3/2 1 Ticket • EIU ID(No limit)
Phone #
581-5122






































































































































Serving Charleston & Eastern Illinois University 426 W. Lincoln
Lunch Special
One 10” One Topping & 
Two Cans of  Coca-Cola c lass ic, d iet  Coke
or  Spr ite & an Order of  Breadst icks
$795
Additional toppings $1.25 each.
Not valid with any othe coupon.













Additional toppings 70¢ each.
Not valid with any othe coupon.
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Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE





































































































































































































































































































































through March 5, 1995 
FIRST VISIT FREE*
• GENTLE, LOW FORCE, VERY EFFECTIVE.
• REASONABLE FEES AFTER FIRST VISIT.
• NO EXCESSIVE TREATMENT PROGRAMS.
• HIGH ETHICAL & CHIROPRACTIC STAN-
ROUTINE OFFICE VISIT / MANIPULATION
ONLY $15.00**
* INCLUDES CONSULTATION, EXAM, X-RAYS (IF NEEDED).  
SIMPLY MENTION THIS AD.  
**CHARLESTON OFFICE ONLY.
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Make it a 2 1/2 Pound
Pan for Only 
$1.00 more




Call for EIU’s  
Favorite Pizza
Hurry! Both offers expire 2-26-95.
Offer good only at following location
By MELANIE McCLAIN
Staff writer
The University Police De-
partment will once again sell
parking permits by mail for
Fall Semester 1995 and
Spring Semester 1996 to re-
duce long lines and over-
crowding at the department,
said Sgt. Ron Osborne, mem-
ber of the campus parking
committee.
Osborne said the mailing
system, which was tried for
the first time this spring,
allows students to pick up
parking permit applications
before they leave campus at
the end of the semester. Stu-
dents can then mail the
applications back to the cam-
pus police department from
home, making the permits
available for pick-up when
they return to campus in the
fall.
“This spring was the first
time we tried it, but we will
have the true test this fall
because that’s when we sell
the big bulk of our permits,”
Osborne said. “We did this in
order to get rid of crowds and
cut down the lines from the
wait.”
Parking applications for
Fall Semester 1995, which
will be available at the
University Police Depart-
ment, should be postmarked
no later than July 31. Appli-
cations for Spring Semester
1996 must be postmarked by
Dec. 15.
Osborne said student vehi-
cle registration requests for
fall semester and full-year
permits will be processed and
mailed sometime between
July 1 and Aug. 15. Permits
for the spring term will be
processed and mailed Dec. 1-
31.
Permits available by mail
Eastern students and alumni involved in
the transition from college to career will
serve as panelists for “The College Exper-
ience and the Transition to the Work Place”
Tuesday.
The panel, sponsored by the cultural diver-
sity committee of Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences, is scheduled
for 7 p.m. Tuesday in Lumpkin Hall Room
122.
Four African-American students with no
work or internship experience and two
Eastern alumni who have made the transi-
tion from college to the professional world
will sit on the panel. All six panelists are or
were involved in the College of Business and
Applied Sciences.
“They’re going to talk about the general
concerns of students anticipating gradua-
tion,” said Roann Kopel, assistant professor
of accountancy and finance. “It seems to me a
lot of concerns of minority students are con-
cerns of all students.”
– Staff report
Panelists to address concerns
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“To say that black athletes are better
because there are more blacks in cer-
tain sports is an idea based on igno-
rance,” said Kevin Lasley, a professor
in the physical education department
who teaches a publicity in sports class
and a graduate-level course on psychol-
ogy in physical education.
“The facts are there are no physical
differences based on race that are reli-
able and that are reliable predictors,”
said Lasley, who is white. “The (rea-
sons for athletic success) are cultural
induction at young ages and hard
work.”
Sociologists and physical education
experts say the reason black athletes
dominate some sports is more a poor,
inner-city phenomenon than a genetic
one. A disproportionate number of
African Americans live in the low-
income sections of large cities.
“It is a cultural issue,” said Richard
Hummel, a sociology professor who
teaches a course about the sociology of
sports, who is white. “Basketball is an
urban game. It’s relatively cheap and
doesn’t take much space or equipment,
unlike hockey or golf.”
Sociologists and coaches say this
urban playground setting gives youths
ample time to perfect the game. There
aren’t as many wide-open spaces for
golf or hockey arenas in the city.
But driveways, alleys and empty lots
abound – perfect to put up a basketball
hoop.
Unlike many other sports, basket-
ball is easy to practice meaningfully
without other participants. Because of
the societal pressures on black athletes
to succeed in sports, sociologists say,
they spend endless amounts of time
perfecting their skills in ways many
white athletes do not.
“If you took a group of 20 kids of ran-
dom sample and took 10 of them every
day and played recreational basketball
and the other 10 did distance running
or swimming, it wouldn’t matter the
racial makeup of the entire group,”
Lasley said. “Because of cultural induc-
tion earlier in youth, (athletes) are
given a certain level of success, basic
skills and drives.”
And in reality, African Americans do
not dominate athletics. Although black
athletes constitute the majority in foot-
ball and basketball, white athletes con-
trol golf, hockey, soccer, tennis, swim-
ming, diving, horse racing and auto
racing.
“Unfortunately, stereotypes are very
sturdy; once they exist, they tend to
survive,” Hummel said.
The myth that black athletes are
naturally high jumpers also has roots
in cultural and environmental differ-
ences, Morgan said.
“In the inner city, jumping and
dunking (in basketball) is important
because that is what your peer group
emphasizes,” Morgan said. “In the sub-
urbs or rural areas, a sweet jump shot
is emphasized.”
Volleyball players often are able to
outjump basketball players. During the
1988 Olympics, now-NBA star Danny
Manning, who is black, was outjumped
by a U.S. Olympic volleyball player
who was white.
There also is some indication that
this athletic pigeonholing has historical
significance. During the 1920s and
‘30s, sportswriters often stereotyped
Jews, who at the time dominated bas-
ketball.
In the 1920s, it was the Jews who
lived in the poorer sections of many
cities.
“The reason, I suspect, that basket-
ball appeals to the Hebrew, with its
Oriental background, is that the game
places a premium on an alert, schem-
ing mind, flashy trickiness, artful dodg-
ing and general smart-aleckness,”
wrote New Orleans sportswriter Paul
Galico in the 1930s.
“That really shows how powerful
perception is in our nation,” Lasley
said. “We like to think we’re living up
to Martin Luther King’s call to be
equal and to be colorblind, and we’re
really not. We’re kidding ourselves. We
don’t want to know the facts, it seems




The effects of these stereotypes in
contemporary society have been spelled
out consistently. Coaches and others in
professional athletics have alluded to
blacks as naturally great athletes, but
naturally inept managers and leaders:
• In 1987, Los Angeles Dodgers
executive Al Campanis said black peo-
ple “are outstanding athletes, very
God-gifted and wonderful people” but
“as far having the background to be a
club president or president of a bank, I
don’t know.”
• Then in 1988, sports analyst
Jimmy “The Greek” Snyder said
African Americans were better athletes
because they were bred to be bigger
and stronger during times of slavery.
“The white man has to overcome
that, but they don’t try hard enough,”
Snyder said.
This attitude twists public percep-
tions about the natural abilities of
African Americans, said Craig Eckert,
a sociology professor who studies race
issues.
“I think it perpetuates this idea for a
large number of minorities,” said
Eckert, who is white. “(It tells society)
they can be good athletes, but they
can’t be good doctors, college professors
or good priests. There is a certain niche
they’re good at, but they’re not as tal-
ented to lead in other kinds of niches.”
Because of these myths, scouts will
target black youths for athletics.
Athletics will then be overemphasized
as a path to success – cutting them off
from other fields, Hummel said.
“They’re inspected in their early
days, in their school careers, looking for
possible athletic talents, and then
they’re hothoused and developed,”
Hummel said. “The myth becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy. The talents
aren’t any more common. When they
occur, on the basis of this stereotype,
young African Americans believe ath-
letics is the only way to fame and for-
tune.
“There’s lots of money to be made in
developing athletes,” Hummel said.
Eckert said: “Again, it’s like a vicious
cycle. There’s a hint of truth in that
black kids do see sports providing a
conduit to real mobility in American
society. Athletes are role models and
make big money. For a kid growing up
in a real poor area, it’s worth a shot.”
But then there is the danger of
overemphasizing athletics and neglect-
ing studies that offer a better chance at
success, Eckert said.
“The chances of a person making it
in athletics are so small, ultimately it




Sociologists say running, jumping and athletic skill are developed by practice – not handed out through heredity.
Those who excel at sports have usually been playing for years, and were immersed in the sport through their
local culture.
† From Page 1
SPRINGFIELD (AP) –
Illinois plans to put three peo-
ple to death before June – two
on one day – in more execu-
tions than the state has car-
ried out in the past 18 years.
Some attorneys say it is the
beginning of an increase in
the number of people put to
death as those first convicted
under the state’s 1977 capital
punishment law run out of
appeals.
On March 22, Illinois plans
a double execution – its first
in 42 years. James P. Free Jr.
and Hernando Williams are
to die for unrelated murders
committed in 1978 in DuPage
and Cook counties, respec-
tively. On May 17, Girvies
Davies is scheduled to die for
a 1979 murder in Madison
County.
At least seven of the state’s
154 death-row prisoners, as of
Feb. 3, have exhausted their
state appeals and have moved
into the federal court system,
according to Anna Kukec, a
spokeswoman for the state
attorney general’s office.
Among the seven is George
DelVecchio, the first man sen-
tenced under the state’s 1977
capital punishment law.
“Once they move from the
state court to the federal
court, they get ripe for execu-
tion,” said Marshall Hartman,
deputy director of the Illinois
Capital Resource Center in
Chicago, a branch of the state
public defender’s office that
monitors and provides con-
demned prisoners with legal
backup for death penalty
appeals.
Since the death penalty
was reinstated in Illinois in
1977, two prisoners have
been executed – Charles
Walker in 1990 and John
Gacy in 1994.
Walker didn’t fight his sen-
tence, so experts in capital
cases really don’t use his
death to gauge how quickly –
or how slowly – the system
works.
Gacy was the first man
executed against his will in
Illinois since 1962, and the
process took 14 years.
“Now the system is primed.
The courts are ready. They
know the system and this is
going to open the floodgates,”
said Karen Conti, of Chicago,
one of four attorneys who rep-
resented Gacy.
Some say the Gacy case
isn’t a good indicator, either,
because his crimes were so
heinous. He was convicted in
March 1980 of killing 33
young men and boys, but sen-
tenced to death for the 12
killings that occurred after






“Living in America: A
Look at the Lives of East-
ern’s International Stu-
dents” will be the topic of a
student panel at 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Taylor Hall
Lobby.
The panel, sponsored by
the Multicultural Student
Union, will focus on the
experiences of international
students on campus and
attempt to find out their
likes and dislikes about
Eastern, MCSU director
Lisa Garrison said.
“The discussion could pro-
vide students with an oppor-
tunity to increase their
awareness about students
from other places and find
out how these students are
perceived,” Garrison said.
Four or five panelists from
countries such as South
Africa, Brazil and China will
serve on the panel. After an
opening discussion, the floor
will be open for questions
from the audience.
“(An international stu-
dent) came to me and said
she was concerned about the
relations between foreign
students and other students
here on campus,” Liz Steger,
moderator of the panel and
associate director of MCSU,
said. “This panel will ad-
dress not only those prob-
lems but also the good
things about this campus.”
Also for students interest-
ed in expanding their knowl-
edge of other cultures, the
U.S. International Tea will
be held from 4 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. Tuesday at the Tarble
Arts Center.
Panel to address 
foreign students
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Save Money TODAY ON AUTO
Insurance call BILL HALL at 345-
7023 or stop by Hall Insurance,
1010 East Lincoln Ave.
_______________________2/22
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s




SUMMER CAMP STAFF Camp
director and counselors needed
for Girl Scout summer day camp
serving North Shore communi-
ties. Competitive salary. For infor-
mation call (708)945-7750 E.O.E.
_______________________2/24
Spring Break- Time to Book your
week at one of the Hot Spots
Daytona/$99 Panama/$109
Padre/$119 Cancun/$399 and
more. Call Chris at ICP 1-800-
828-7015.
_______________________2/23
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available. No experience




Seasonal & full-time employment
available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Apply now




MENT- Fishing Industry. Earn to
$3,000-$6,000+/month +benefits.
Male/Female. No experience nec-
essary (206) 545-4155 ext
A57385.
_______________________3/10
Part-time position working with
Developmental Disabled popula-
tion in a residential sett ing.
Weekends and evenings. Will
train. Applications available at the
Moultrie County Beacon. 401 W.
Water, Sullivan, IL 61951 or call
728-7396.
_______________________2/23
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Begin now. For info call
202-298-0955.
________________________5/1
Accepting Appt./Hiring for the fol-
lowing posit ions:
Habilitation/CNA, Activities and
Cook/Dishwasher, Ft. and Pt.
posit ions available all depts.
Excellent pay and benefits
(including, insurance pkgs.).
Apply at 738 18th Street,
Charleston, IL. EOE.
________________________5/6
Manager and promoter for new
private club opening soon. Call
Mike at Panther’s 348-0288.
_______________________2/20
Hab aid PT with possible
advance to FT working with peo-
ple with developmental disabili-
t ies in a group home setting.
Afternoons and evenings. Apply
in person 415 4th Street or call
348-1723.
_______________________2/27
ROSIE’S RESTAURANT is look-
ing for experienced COOKS,
waitresses and drivers. Call for
more information. 348-8055.
_______________________2/23
HELP WANTED: PART TIME






Educat ion majors needed to
nanny for  s ix  chi ldren in
Effingham. Two positions avail-
able. Summer evenings approx-
imately 20 hours,  summer
weekends, approximately 20
hours. Must have experience
with chi ldren and be able to
plan activities for various ages.
Only serious need apply. 342-
2131 ext. 101 or 234-4937 and
leave message.
_______________________3/31
Can we help you and your baby.
Married couple unable to have
children. We can offer lots of love
and security. Home in the country.
Legal and medical paid. Call our
attorney (Debbie) collect
(618)692-6300. Our names are
Dave and Denise.
_______________________2/23
Male to share two Bedrooms for
next Fall and Spring. Dave 348-
6497.
________________________3/6
Roommates needed for Fall &
Spring semesters. Rooms also
available for summer semester.
Call 348-5947.
_______________________2/20
Sublessors needed summer ‘95.
2 lg bedroom apt., across street
from campus. Furnished. Also
available for fall. Call 345-8695.
_______________________2/24
Nice-close to campus furnished
houses for 1995-96 school year.
12 month lease, $195/mo. Call
345-3148 evenings.
________________________5/1
Now leasing, 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments. McArthur Manor
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St.
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.
________________________5/1
Fall ‘95. 1 bedroom apartments, 2
people $195 each. 1 person
$350. All utilities included. Quiet,
mature person. References
required. 345-6759. If no answer,
leave a message.
________________________5/1
Now leasing for 1995-96 school
year.  1 and 2 bedroom fur -
nished or unfurnished. 10 or 12
month lease. Water and trash
paid. No pets. 947 4th St. Call
348-7746.
________________________5/1
Now leasing for 1995-96 school
year. Extra large 2 bedroom, 1
1/2 bathroom. Furnished apart-
ment. Trash paid. Free laundry
facility. Large walk-in closets. 12
month lease. No pets. 1017
Woodlawn. Call 348-7746.
________________________5/1
Two bedrooms for 3 or 4 people
avail. Fall ‘95. Furnished, dish-
washer, garbage disposal, laun-
dry facilities. Call 345-2363. 
________________________5/1
2,3,4 Bedroom houses, 3/4 per-
sons. 2 bedroom Apartment.
Close to campus. 348-5032.
_______________________2/20
Summer, 5 bedroom house 314
Polk 3 bedroom house 1806 11th
2 bedroom apartment. 348-5032.
_______________________2/20
Need Young girl to share house
Feb-May near EIU. 348-8406 -
348-1417.
_______________________X/X
Houses for  4-5 students.
Furnished. Close to EIU. No
pets. 345-6621. Leave mes-
sage.
________________________5/1
FOR RENT LARGE 3 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENTS. AVAILABLE FOR SUM-
MER & FALL 95-96 SCHOOL
YEAR. CALL 345-3664.
_______________________2/28
Leasing for fall: 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartments. Close to cam-
pus. No pets! 345-7286.
________________________5/5
4 Furnished apartments
Located building behind Jerry’s
Pizza. Available June 1st. 345-
3059.
________________________3/2
1-3 girls to share house near




The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes nec-






























20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
o Cash o Check o Credit
ENGLISH CLUB MEETING at 6:30pm in the Coleman Lounge. Dr.
McDonough is speaking on what to do with an English Major.
SCEC PUBLICITY MEETING at 6pm in the IMC.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON Initiation at 4pm for Officers and 5pm for
Pledges in 108 Buzzard. Pledges, dress for pictures!
PRSSA MEETING/ELECTIONS for ‘95-’96 year, at 6pm in 207
Buzzard. All are welcome, bring dues.
CAREER PLANNING AND Placement Center is presenting “The
Teaching Interview” from 7-8pm in the Charleston/Mattoon Rooms,
MLK Union. Free to all students and alumni.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Social Committee meeting at 6pm in the MLK
Union Walkway.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Chapter meeting at 6:30pm in 219 Coleman.
DELTA SIGMA PI meeting at 5:30pm in 017 Lumpkin. Wear profession-
al attire all day.
PHI GAMMA NU Pledge meeting at 6pm in 121 Coleman.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL Allies Union Weekly meeting at 7pm in
228 Coleman.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Liturgy Preparation for weekend
Masses at 7pm in the Newman Center Office.
EIU DANCERS REHEARSAL starting tonight on the stage. If you have
questions about times for your dances, call Kim. 
CAMPUS CLIPS
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be























WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings Love Connection
Cops Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune College Basketball Wings Jeffersons
Fresh Prince The Nanny Coach Murder, Movie: 
Blossom Dave’s World ...New Ballgame She Wrote
Movie: Murphy Brown Movie: WWF Wrestling
Cybil
Chicago Hope Tekwar News
News News News Wings Night Court
Jay Leno (10:35) David (10:35) Married... SportsCenter Wings Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women Roseanne Beyond 2000 Carmen Sandiego ...Boss?
Designing Women Roseanne Next Step Bill Nye ...Boss?
Future Quest Unsolved Melrose Place Natural World Little House on Matlock
Myst. the Prairie
American Cinema Movie: Models, Inc. Murder in Mind St. Elsewhere
Deep Monster:A Portrait of News 
Space Nine Stalin in Blood Panther Country
Good Neighbors Unsolved Cops Natural World Trailside Movie:Perry 
Movie Mysteries Cops Movie Mason
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Fall ‘95 Nice House for 3-5 girls
near EIU. Furnished. 348-8406.
________________________5/1
2 bedroom apartment for two
people. Close to downtown
square in quiet neighborhood.
Quiet, mature persons only $250
each, includes all utilities except






CARMAN HALL, AIR, 24 HOUR
MAINTENANCE, POOL & SUN




Specialized Hard Rock Mountain
Bike. New. $300, call Scott 8069.
_______________________2/21
R.E.M. Tickets for 6/2/95 At the
Rosemont Horizon. CALL 348-
1602.
_______________________2/20
FOUND: Sunglasses and a glove
in the Elementary Ed Dept.
Identify to claim at 127 Buzzard.
_______________________2/20
Found in Booth Library SMC- set
of keys and watch. Identify to
claim at SMC Desk.
_______________________2/21
LOST: Nancy Wilson’s check-




CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
GRANTS AVAILABLE. NO
REPAYMENTS, EVER. QUALIFY
IMMEDIATELY. 1 800 243 2435.
_______________________3/10
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
BEACH FLORIDA FROM $91




Capones is the best spot for your
private functions. Book your date
today. 348-0288.
_______________________2/20
Star Wars Toys— buying and
selling — MIDGARD COMICS,
102 W. Lincoln Suite #2. 348-
8368.
_______________________2/22
Rosie’s Restaurant 50 FANTAS-




BRIAN MCGINTY HAPPY 21St!
Can’t wait till tonight! Hope your
day is great! Love, Missy.
_______________________2/20
EAT AT IKES...YES YOU CAN
EAT AT IKES WHILE THE
KITCHEN IS BEING REMOD-
ELED...IF YOU BRING YOUR






TO IKES... HAVE YOUR
FAVORITE FOOD & DRINK,




Available at local American
Family Insurance Agency. Up to
six credit hours available through
the College of Business. Contact
Rich 345-9181.
_______________________2/24
Sunny beaches, Hot Sun, Pool
deck parties, Belly-Flop Contests,
Wet T-shirt Contest, wild nightlife.
What more can you ask for? Go




GOING ACTIVE! YOUR MOM IS
SO PROUD! SIGMA LOVE,
BECKY.
_______________________2/20
Write in Petitions are available for
Student Body Vice President for
Public Affairs and are Due into
Room 201 of the University Union
by 4:30 TODAY!
_______________________2/20
GOOD LUCK IN NEW YORK
BECCA! YOU’LL DO AWE-
SOME! LAP FOR ME! LOVE
YOUR ROOMIE DIEDRA.
_______________________2/20
AMBER JOHNSON OF A-PHI:
CONGRATS ON GETTING
PINNED TO DAVE! YOUR PAR-
ENTS ARE HAPPY FOR YOU!
_______________________2/20
JOHN TREADWAY OF DELTA
TAU DELTA. CONGRATULA-
TIONS ON GOING ACTIVE.
SORRY I WASN’T THERE. I’LL
MAKE IT UP TO YOU. YOUR
COUSIN.
_______________________2/20
MEEMS: Congratulations on get-
ting lavaliered to Chris! It’s about
time!! I’m so happy for both of
you! DZ Luv, Sarah.
_______________________2/20
SUMMER INTERNSHIP:
Available at local American
Family Insurance Agency. Up to
six credit hours available through
the College of Business. Contact
Rich 345-9181.
_______________________2/24
Mike Boyd- Happy 19th Birthday!








Person accepting ad _______________________________________
Expiration code (office use only)___________Compositor__________




IT'S THE 10 WORDS
FOR $1 DEAL!
The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day
*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All




Dates to run _______________________
Message: (one word per line)
______ ______ ______ ______ ______





SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
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(Deadline: 3 Business Days Before 
Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
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*New Patients only, Ad must be presented on 1st visit





After eleven years of providing Eastern Students
with quality Chiropractic care, we are welcoming
the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform
our services on your first visit absolutely free
with this ad! This includes consultation, treat-
ment, and X-rays if indicated.
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$125 – Bud Light Drafts
$225 –  Strawberry Daiquiris
& Margaritas
Free Soft Drink Refill During Lunch & Dinner
Monday Night Headquarters
NBA / NCAA / Hockey
Pool $125 – Bar & Pool age 21; Never a cover 
Reuben Sandwich
w/Fries
& coffee or tea $450
Soup/Sandwich Special
w/ coffee or tea $300
Alaskan White Fish







Sandwich of the Day:
Chicken
Gourmet Coffee of the Day:
Vanilla Nut
Mon.–Thurs. 7:30-2am • Fri. & Sat. 7:30-3am • Sun 11am-11pm
Your New Off-Campus Study Place
Open Late  –          If You Stay.
• 345-9222
Movie Hotline  258-8228
ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM$3.00
$1.75




The Brady Bunch Movie (PG-13)
5:00, 7:00
Heavy Weights (PG) 4:30, 7:15















509 Van Buren 345-2380
Byrd’s Cleaners
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUPER VALUE DEALS AT TOPPER’S PIZZA









• Free 1st Topping
• Free Thick Crust






It seems like every time the men’s track
team has an important meet, school records get
broken like the Ten Commandments.
Sophomore Tim Thompson high jumped his
way into the Eastern record books, and also
may have jumped into the NCAA Indoor
Championships with a leap of 7.1 feet.
The jump of 7.1 feet was good enough for
first place at the SIU Open over the weekend.
“I knew I was going to peak soon,” said
Thompson. “I just did not expect it this soon. I
hope I can continue on peaking into next week.”
“That was good stuff from him,” said coach
John McInerney.
The 1,600-meter relay team, consisting of
Neal Garrison, Ralph Gardner, Kert McAfee
and George Wilson, strengthened its conference
domination by improving their time to 3:17.85
minutes, which still leads the conference.
Kert McAfee keeps on improving in the 400-
meter run. He placed fourth with a time of
49.80 seconds.
Mike McBride had a personal best in the
1,600-meter run with a time of 4:24.12
minutes.
The distance medley squad consisting of
Mike McBride, Eric Hoffman, Steve Cun-
ningham and Rich Arsenault took first with a
time of 10:29.12 minutes.
Jason Waldschmidt took third in the 35-
pound weight throw with a toss of 44.625 feet.
George Wilson sat out the 400-meter run,
resting up for the Mid-Continent Champ-
ionship meet.
On the women’s side, a season best was
turned out by Cristen Conrad who also took
third place in the 800-meter run with a time of
2:23.45 minutes.
Carey Dunker took sixth in the 800-meter
run with a time of 2:27.69 minutes.
The women’s distance medley team consist-
ing of Catherine DeGreve, Dunker, Amy Bersig
and Cristen Conrad took second with a time of
12:56.40 minutes.
Kala Scott took fifth in the triple jump with a
distance of 36.9 feet.
Tisha Alvarez took second in he shot put
with a throw of 44-1.5 feet.  She also placed
third in the 20-pound weight throw with a
chuck of 47.5 feet.
Kelli Rockwell took fourth in the 20-pound
weight throw with a distance of 45-5.5 feet.
In the 3,000-meter run Irma Perez took
fourth with a time of 10:26.23 minutes. That
was an eight second improvement over her pre-
vious best.
“Our focus now is getting ready for the Mid-
Continent Conference Championship,” said
McInerney.
This weekend Eastern will host the Mid-Con
Indoor Championship on Feb. 24-25.
Records for men’s track
team like a broken record
ment was in doubles, as we played bet-
ter, due to focusing on our previous mis-
takes and improving upon them, and
also that the pairs are getting used to
playing with each other,” said Kra-
marski.
In the afternoon match, Eastern was
successful in defeating the University of
Missouri, 5-1, with No. 1 seed Rozboril
defeating Joe Bonge, 6-0, 6-1, Macey
defeating Matt Price, 6-1, 6-1, No. 3 seed
Mellin defeating Paul Lukas, 6-1, 6-0,
Alexander defeating Ebby Varghese 6-0,
6-1, and Lindstrom defeating Doug
King, 6-2, 7-5. 
Some changes took place in the later
matches, as Pat Mellin replaced the
third seeded Ryan Ivers due to Ivers
injuring himself in the previous match.
Also, doubles were not played, due to the
length of the singles matches and the
limited court time allowed for the match-
es.
“Two out of two on the road was pret-
ty good,” said Kramarski. “I was very
pleased with the way the team remained
focused and strong for the two matches.”
Tennis
† From Page 12
CHICAGO (AP) – Patrick
Poulin is starting to shoot
more, and he’s scoring more,
too.
The left wing scored twice
Sunday as the Chicago Black-
hawks beat the Edmonton 3-
1, their third victory over the
Oilers this season.
Chicago is 8-1-1 in its last
10 games against Edmonton.
“I was playing better with
the puck and just taking it to
the net,’’ said Poulin, who has
eight goals. “I’ve got a good
shot and I’ve got to use it.’’ 
Tony Amonte and Jeremy
Roenick each added power-
play tallies for Chicago,
which improved to 9-4-1 and
moved into a first-place tie
with the Detroit Red Wings
in the NHL’s Central Division
with 19 points.
ST. LOUIS (AP) – Craig
Janney, the St. Louis Blues’ top
playmaker and No. 3 scorer the
last two seasons, apparently
has left the team while coach
Mike Keenan continues trying
to trade him.
Janney did not accompany
the Blues on their charter flight
to Toronto from Winnipeg on
Saturday, the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch reported. Instead,
Janney took a commercial
flight to Toronto, then flew to
his home in the Boston area,
where his agent, Bob Murray,
lives.
Janney, who repeatedly has
declined to comment on the sit-
uation, has been scratched for
four consecutive games and six
of 14 games this season.
Blues’ coach Mike Keenan
has acknowledged he was try-
ing to trade Janney but his $1.8




into first place tie




YOUR BIKE GETS STOLEN
YOU LOSE YOUR DATE.
ACNE’S BAD?
YOUR ROOM IS TRASHED
SOMEONE JUST TOLD YOU
YA AIN’T GOT NO CLASS.
MONEY’S SHORT
YOU CAN’T ADMIT IT
YOUR POP WILL THINK
YOU’RE A SPEND THRIFT IDGIT.
WE’LL PUT THAT SMILE
ON YOUR FACE!
WE’LL HELP YOU  BACK
IN THAT RACE!
‘CAUSE ONE GOURMET SUB
OR A YUMMY GOOD CLUB
CAN EVEN PUT A CHANGE
ON YOUR SOUR MUG!
JIMMY JOHN’S®
GOURMET SUBS
“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA”
345-1075
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT J IMMY JOHN’S
©COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN’S INC.
Happy Birthday
You finally made it
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FEB. 22, 23, 24, 25
2:00pm Feb. 26
Located on Mainstage
For ticket info call: 581-3110
Advertise!!
SIGMA CHI
BETA EPSILON PLEDGE CLASS OF
ERIC CULBERTSON KEVIN SCHULTZ
BRIAN TIJAN JIM PETEROCELLI
JON WENNING
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SPRING 1995
he did not want the score to
get as high as it did.
“I’m surprised that we won
when they scored 87 points,”
Samuels said. “We had pre-
ferred that the game stay in
the 70’s, but I didn’t think we
lost control of the tempo.”
Eastern’s guard trio of
Derrick Landrus (26 points),
Johnny Moore (26 points) and
Johnny Hernandez (18
points) provided the bulk of
the scoring, combining for 70
of Eastern’s 101 points. They
also shot a combined 64 per-
cent from the field.
And sophomore forward
Michael Slaughter just
missed a triple-double, scor-
ing 10 points, grabbing 10
rebounds and dishing out
nine assists.
“It becomes more and more
evident that we have to have
Michael Slaughter in the
game,” Samuels said. “He’s
amazing getting the ball on
the offensive glass.”
Of Slaughter’s 168 re-
bounds this season, 88 have
come on the offensive side.
Overall the Panthers shot
56 percent from the field (34-
for-61), including a sizzling 56
percent (10-for-18) from
three-point range.
The Panthers were down 4-
3 early in the game but a
three-pointer by Johnny
Hernandez put Eastern up
for good and sparked a 21-5
run that gave Eastern a 24-9
lead midway through the first
half.
Eastern went into the lock-
er room at halftime with a 49-
37 lead and pushed the ad-
vantage to 78-61 on a three-
pointer by Derrick Landrus
with just under 10 minutes
remaining in the game. But
the Trojans then went on a
19-8 spurt to get within 86-80
with 4:11 left in the game.
Troy’s full-court pressure
defense rattled Eastern, as
the Panthers committed 20
turnovers in the game.
Eastern never lost its com-
posure though, hitting 11 of
16 free throws in the final
four minutes to ensure the
victory.
“This was a good game for
our guys,” Samuels said.
“There were several factors in
this game and we accom-
plished some key things that
we had to accomplish to win
this game.”
Eastern gets right back to
action tonight with a game
against Central Connecticut
State in Lantz Gym. The 8:05
p.m. contest will be broadcast
live on SportsChannel.
Panthers
EASTERN 101, Troy State 87
Panthers FG FT Reb A TP
Hernandez 6-10 5-8 5    3    18
Frankford 3-6 0-0 7    2     6
Landrus 7-13    8-10    4    2    26
Jordan 2-5 1-2 3 1     6
Odumuyiwa 2-3 1-2 6 3     5
Comer 2-4 0-0 0 1 4
Moore 10-13 2-3 6 3 26
Rossi 0-0 0--0 0 0 0
Slaughter 2-7 6-11 10 9 10
Kaye 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Totals 34-61 23-36  43  24  101
Halftime: Eastern 49, Troy State 37. Three-
point field goals: Eastern 10-18, (Jordan 1-2, Frankford 0-1, Hernandez 1-3, Landrus 4-
7, Comer 0-1, Moore 4-4), Troy State 7-23  (Minniefield 0-1, Boozer 3-4, Jackson 1-5,
Donaldson 1-3, Thornton 0-2, Mason 0-2, Lofton 1-1, Jamison 0-1, Black 1-4); Fouled
out:  Eastern – none, Troy State – Minniefield; Turnovers: Eastern–20, Troy State–17. 
Troy State FG FT Reb A TP  
Spencer 9-13 5-8 13 1 23
Minniefield    2-6      1-2     2    2    5
Boozer 8-17 1-3 10 1 20
Jackson 1-6 0-0 5 0 3
Donaldson 4-10 3-3 0 2 12
Thornton 2-7 4-6 0 7 8
Mason 3-7 2-3 5 1 8
Lofton 1-2 0-0 1 1 3
Bryant 0-1 0-1 0 0 0
Jamison 0-1 0-0 0 1 0
Black 2-8 0-0 2 1 5
Totals 32-78 16-26 45 17 87
• From Page 12
Green added a pair herself and
freshman forward Barbora
Garbova (19 points) added a
three-point basket to put Troy
State away.
“We did a nice job with free
throws down the stretch,” head
coach John Klein said. “As for
their defense, they threw a
variety of presses at us. It took
us a while to adjust to it, but
we were able to handle it. We
worked on it all week in prac-
tice.
“But they were also desper-
ate on offense because we had
the lead. It might have been
different if the game was close.
But Nicky and Jess did a nice
job with that press. We didn’t
have Nicky in the second half
when we played Troy State
back in January. To have her
tonight was important.”
In the second half, with the
Lady Trojan defense also turn-
ing its defensive efforts on
Polka, two players stepped up
and carried the offensive baton
for Eastern. Garbova scored 12
points in the second half and
sophomore center Sarah
Probst (14 points) added eight.
Earlier, the Lady Panthers
shot 18-for-32 (.563) from the
floor in the first half, securing
a 45-29 halftime advantage
over Troy State.
As for Polka’s sparkling
first-half performance, Klein
was simply in awe.
“That might have been her
best overall performance ever
in a 20-minute span,” he said.
“She tied a whole half of bas-
ketball together. She was
Polka
' From Page 12 EASTERN 87, Troy State 65
Troy State (65)
Grant 0-1 0-0 0, Blake 6-13 5-6 17,
Johnson 9-13 2-2 20, Haney 6-13 2-3
16, Mahan 0-2 0-0 0, Peterson 0-0 0-
0 0, Freeman 2-9 0-3 4, Smith 1-5 0-0
2, Weathersby 1-3 0-2 2, Murphy 0-0
0-0 0, Dudley 2-2 0-0 4.
Totals 27-61 9-16 65.
Eastern (87)
Probst 7-13 0-0 14, Garbova 7-14 2-3
19, Lee 3-5 2-3 8, Polka 7-11 2-2 20,
Green 2-5 5-6 9, Laska 0-1 4-7 4,
Frazier 2-6 2-3 7, Eades 2-3 0-1 4,
Beck 0-1 2-2 2, McCarty 0-0 0-0 0.
Totals 30-59 19-27 87.
1 2 F
Troy State 29 36 –65
EASTERN 45 42 –87
Three-point goals: Eastern: 8-13 (Green
0-1, Polka 4-4, Garbova 3-7, Frazier 1-
1), Troy State: 2-6 (Blake 0-1, Haney
2-3, Smith 0-2), Turnovers: Eastern
29, Troy State 35.
Eastern vs. Cent. Conn. St.
TC
(13-9, 8-6) (2-9, 4-15)
Tipoff
• 5 p.m. at Lantz Gym
Inside the numbers
• Central Connecticut hasn’t
won a road game yet this year,
standing 0-9 away from home.
Player to watch
• Lady Panther point guard
Nicky Polka continues to play
outstanding ball, leading the
league in assists while getting
11 more on Saturday.
Last meeting
• Lady Panthers lost a nail-
biter, 71-70, at Central Con-
necticut on Jan. 14.
Eastern vs. Cent. Conn. St.
TC
(14-10, 8-6) (7-14, 5-8)
Tipoff
• 8:05 p.m. at Lantz Gym
• WEIU-FM radio, 8:05 p.m.




• Eastern could knock the
Blue Devils out of tournament
contention, who stand 2 1/2
games behind the Panthers for
the last playoff spot.
Player to watch
• 7-foot-2 Blue Devil center
Keith Closs leads the nation in
blocks, with 112 in 21 games.
Last meeting
• Blue Devils won 93-92 in
overtime on Jan. 14 in Con-
necticut.
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Calendar
TC
Mon.  5:15 p.m. Women’s basketball    CCSU H
Mon.    7:35 p.m.    Men’s basketball CCSU     H
Thu.    5 p.m. Women’s basketball   Valparaiso H
Thu.  8:05 p.m.    Men’s basketball    Valparaiso  H
Thu-Sat. T.B.A. M,W swimming Mid-Con Tourn. A
Fri-Sat.   4 p.m. M,W track     Mid-Con Tourn. H





The men’s tennis team remained
victorious on the road this weekend,
easily defeating Principia College
and the University of Missouri in a
single day tournament on Saturday.  
In the early match against
Principia, Eastern won 5-2 overall,
with No. 2 seed George Macey
defeating Byron Davis, 6-2, 7-6 (8-6),
No. 4 seed Brandon Kuhl defeating
Josh Stevens, 6-2, 6-3, No. 5 seed
Dennis Alexander defeating Chris
Spencer, 6-1, 6-2 and No. 6 seed Jeff
Lindstrom defeating Jamie Cole, 6-4,
6-2.
Success continued to follow the
team into doubles play, as Eastern
took the top three seed spots with
Brad Rozboril and Macey defeating
Ben Fatola and Spencer, 8-6, Ryan
Ivers and Kuhl defeating Davis and
Brett Meyer, 8-5, and Alexander and
Pat Mellin defeating Stevens and
Cole, 8-0.
With the failure in their previous
matches to win the important dou-
bles point, coach Rosie Kramarski
has been working with the team’s
strategy in order to prepare for this
weekend’s matches. The practice
paid off, as the team swept the dou-
bles matches.  
“Our most notable accomplish-
Men’s tennis team wins pair
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor
With 16 seconds left in
Saturday night’s game be-
tween Eastern and Troy
State, most of the crowd re-
mained in Lantz Gym even
though the Panthers had a
comfortable 14-point lead.
They were waiting for
senior guard Derrick Lan-
drus to sink his two free
throws and put Eastern
over the 100-point mark.
Landrus made both chari-
ty shots to send the crowd
into a frenzy of applause
and ice a 101-87 thumping
of the Trojans.
The victory was the
fourth in a row for Eastern
(14-10 overall) and ensured
the Panthers of at least a
.500 season with four games
left to play.
But more importantly, the
victory pushed Eastern’s
record in the Mid-Continent
Conference to 8-6. The Pan-
thers are now in a three-
way tie for fourth place with
Troy and Youngstown State.
Eastern,  which scored
100 points for the first time
since the 1990-91 season,
avenged a 19-point loss at
the hands of Troy earlier in
the year in Alabama.
Head coach Rick Samuels
said his plan to slow down
the high scoring Trojans,
who entered the game lead-
ing the conference in scor-
ing, worked pretty well but







On Saturday night against
Troy State, the Lady Panther
basketball team played like a
team which belonged in the
Mid-Continent Conference post-
season tournament, capturing
an 87-65 triumph over the Lady
Trojans at Lantz Gym.
Led by a perfect first half of
basketball by senior point guard
Nicky Polka, a host of contribu-
tors in the second half and suc-
cess over Troy State’s tenacious
full-court press, Eastern took its
biggest step of the season in se-
curing a guaranteed spot in the
postseason tourney.
With the victory over the
sixth-place Lady Trojans, Eas-
tern, now 13-9 overall, main-
tained a stern lock on fifth place
with just four conference games
to play in the regular season,
improving its conference mark
to 8-6. Troy State, which defeat-
ed Eastern 72-56 back in
January, dropped to 6-8.
The seventh place team in
the Mid-Con, the University of
Missouri-Kansas City, dropped
a 78-77 decision to North-
eastern Illinois Saturday, falling
to 4-9 in conference play. The
top six teams in the conference
qualify for the tournament. The
winner will go to the NCAA
Division I tournament.
“This is a big win because we
now take a solid hold on fifth
place,” said Polka, who was 7-
for-7 from the floor and 4-for-4
from the three-point line in the
first half, on her way to a 20-
point, 11-assist performance.
“Just overcome the press and
prove to ourselves that we can
beat it, we now have the confi-
dence to take it right at them.
“Bottom line was we got out
on a lead and we kept it. It was
important not to let them come
back. It’s a good feeling.”
Late in the game, behind
numerous Lady Panther turn-
overs resulting from Troy
State’s full-court press, the Lady
Trojans pulled within 73-63
with four minutes, 19 seconds to
play in regulation.
But from that point until 1:09
left, Eastern went on a 9-0 run
to extend its advantage to 81-63.
During the run, freshman
guard Jess Laska nailed four
free throws, junior guard Kenya
JOHN COX/Staff photographer
Senior forward Louis Jordan pulls down a rebound during
the first half of the Panthers’ 101-87 win over Troy State on
Saturday.
Eastern guards on guard
in up-tempo, 14-point win
Polka, Eastern dance all over Troy State
JOANNE CLARK/Staff photographer
Eastern guard Nicky Polka, who scored a game-high 20
points and dished out 11 assists, leads a Lady Panther fast
break during their 87-65 win over Troy State on Saturday.
With win, Lady Panthers creep closer to tourney
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer
The guards at Lantz Gym
on Saturday were ready for
any attack the Trojans would
make.
After a long journey, the
running-and-gunning Troy
State Trojans came to Char-
leston for a Mid-Continent
Conference men’s basketball
matchup Saturday night.
But Eastern guards Derrick
Landrus, Johnny Moore and
Johnny Hernandez kept their
posts and combined for 70
points, enabling the Panthers
(14-10 overall, 8-6 conference)
to claim their fourth-straight
victory in a 101-87 win over
Troy State.
Landrus and Moore each
poured in 26 points while
Hernandez chipped in 18.
Moore said that the key to
the win was the tough prac-
tices head coach Rick Samuels
demanded last week.
“This week, there were no
light days,” Moore said.
“Everything had to come down
to a science.”
Apparently the hard work
paid off, and Samuels was very
pleased with the effort.
“Our guards really did an
outstanding kind of job for this
game,” Samuels said. “We’re
asking them to get open every
time. We’re asking them to
break down pressure defense
every time, keep the tempo in
our favor and score. I think our
offense is making progress.”
From the start, Samuels
wanted to get the ball down
low, but the Trojans (9-13, 8-6)
kept forcing the Panthers to
shoot from the outside.
“Early on, we were hoping to
get it inside and score some,
but that wasn’t working,”
Samuels said. “So we had to
get some points from other
positions.
Troy State came into the
game leading the Mid-Con in
scoring with a 94.2 point-per-
game average. But the
Panthers knew the key to win-
ning this game was to control
the tempo.
“They want to get the ball
and score,” Landrus said.
“You’ve got to take control of
the ball and control the tem-
po.”
Although the Panthers
mostly shot the ball from the
outside, forward Michael
Slaughter played an important
role in the victory.
Slaughter was one assist
away from recording a triple-
double. He finished the game
with 10 points, 10 rebounds
and nine assists.• See PANTHERS Page 11
' See POLKA Page 11
† See TENNIS Page 10
